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Cannes this year will once
again provide a glamorous
backdrop for some important product launches in
the spirits category.
In fact the creativity is still at
full power – new tequilas and
vodkas for the Asian market,
new flavours and artist packaging, new first-time exhibitors,
health-conscious products and
travel exclusives.
But the industry heads to
the south of France this year
against slightly sobering
statistics: global travel retail
sales down in 2015 for the first
time since 2009, according
to Generation Research, by
2.3% and still choppy market
conditions in Europe, Africa,
and some parts of Asia and the
Middle East.
The 2015 figures show that
spirits have continued their
role as an important ‘mustbuy’ product for travellers,
even in difficult times, and a
major draw into airport stores.
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The drinks sector continues as a vibrant category, in a
travel retail environment still dominated by a few major
trends: strong regional variations, consumers determined to
experiment and explore, while suppliers continue to be highly
innovative on special editions, flavours and artisan spirits.
Trevor Lloyd-Jones looks ahead to this year’s show and looks
back at the major trends of the year.

DIVERSE TRENDS,
SPECIAL EDITIONS AND
PREMIUMISATION IN
CHALLENGING TIMES

TFWA World Exhibition & Conference sees Illva Saronno reveal the
newest Etro limited edition designer Disaronno bottle, succeeding
the extremely popular Roberto Cavalli edition.

Quintessential Brands is showcasing the limited release Irish whiskey
from The Dublin Liberties Distillery. The Dublin Liberties Copper Alley
is a 10 YO single malt finished in 30 YO Oloroso sherry casks.
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However, in recent months
wines and spirits have not been
performing as well as that
other staple of the industry, the
beauty category (up by 2.3%).
Yet it has been doing better than
almost all other categories,
even as travel retail revenues
for wines and spirits dipped by
2.7% globally in terms of USD
sales value 2015.
In terms of consumer trends,
travellers are continuing to use
travel retail as an opportunity to
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trade up and look for something
special and different – either
for gifting to others or treating
themselves – so the need to
provide travel retail exclusives
remains incredibly important.
Hence the number and creativity of special editions this year
is pretty exciting.

STEADY STREAM OF
LAUNCHES
A steady stream of new product
introductions always seems

William Grant & Sons is introducing new 50cl packaging for Tullamore D.E.W Cider Cask Finish Irish whiskey
and Tullamore D.E.W. Phoenix Irish whiskey – both exclusive to global travel retail. Perfect for impulse
purchasing or gifting, these 50cl packs are a superb introduction for consumers to Tullamore D.E.W.

This year in Cannes, Fraternity Spirits is launching a new line of ultrapremium tequilas: Corralejo Reposado 1810, Corralejo Extra Anejo 1821 and
Corralejo Silver 1753. Each is made from 100% blue agave tequila and is
packaged in an eye-catching bottle that screams ultra-premium.

to flow in the spirits business,
but there has been a shift in
what type of spirits are coming
to market. Some domestic
market data from the Beverage
Information and Insights Group
shows that in terms of new
products coming on the market,
vodka continues in the lead
over the last two years, down
in terms of new products but
still ahead of Scotch whisky,
which has overtaken American
whiskey in terms of launches.
Meanwhile, rum has boosted its
share of product launches.
All this seems to indicate that
the travelling consumer is more
hungry than ever for ‘newness’,
special packaging and special
editions – so that spirits are
becoming even more launch
driven and there is no better
place for experimentation than
the world’s airports and travel
hubs.
“The environment that travel
retail provides means that we
have a great opportunity to
engage with consumers. So
sampling and engaging brand
activations are important [to
us] as this is what travellers
are looking for,” comments
Ed Cottrell, GTR Managing
Director, William Grant & Sons
(Golden Village GO2).
There are many factors
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influencing the travel retail
business, many of which relate
to all categories, not just spirits
– ongoing industry consolidation, currency fluctuations, an
increasingly crowded market,
and the negative affects of
terrorism. “These are ongoing
challenges which we all face
and we have to adapt to,”
Cottrell adds.
With global passengers ever
on the increase, up by 4.4% in
2015, travel retail remains a
vital channel of distribution,
providing a huge opportunity
to talk directly to the travelling
consumer. Recently tourism
traffic has been rising fastest
in Asia Pacific, followed by the
Americas and Europe, but with
tourism volumes rising less fast
in the Middle East.
“It is an audience that continues to grow,” says Cottrell.
“And William Grant & Sons is
growing rapidly in this channel.
The last 12 months have seen
solid growth with the launch
of several new lines including
Grant’s Elementary [a travel
retail exclusive range], House
of Hazelwood – a range of
premium aged Scotch expressions – and The Balvenie 21 YO
Madeira Cask.”
Today’s travelling consumer
is searching for new and

innovative brands and variants,
as well as having access to the
well-known favourites. The
challenge for suppliers is to
appeal to all these shopping
impulses.
William Grant & Sons has the
‘authentic and heritage’ in The
Balvenie and Glenfiddich. It has
‘differentiation’ and ‘gifting’
with the travel retail exclusives
– Glenfiddich Cask Collection,
the Grants Elementary range. It
can also exploit the ‘local’ and
‘fun’ element with the likes of
Monkey Shoulder, Sailor Jerry
and, of course, Hendricks gin.
Getting the right portfolio effect
to meet the different consumer
impulses is a vital element of
success. Jean-Philippe Aucher,
Global DF/TR Director for Stoli
Group (Beach Village Beach 02)
agrees that premiumisation,
exclusivity and limited editions
continue to be the key pillars
to driving growth. Travellers
are seeking out something they
cannot buy in the domestic
market, and generally are
willing to spend more on a
product in travel retail than they
would on a similar product in
domestic, due to the exclusivity
element. “The global spirits
market in general is showing
decline – and this has included
vodka in some regions, so
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the market is challenging,”
Aucher comments. “There
are a number of reasons for
this – economical, geopolitical, currency fluctuations all
play a part – and, of course,
this is then reflected in drinking preferences. In terms of
overcoming, it is just a matter
of accepting that this business
is always cyclical and to hold
firm.”
Stoli Group continues to see
some very good travel retail
results. The UK, for example, is
showing strong growth for Stoli
both domestically and in travel
retail, and its vodka business in
European travel retail generally
has been excellent over the past
few years.
But for vodka the challenge is

that the category is becoming
increasingly crowded with
brands and products: thus the
competition for space is ever
more challenging. On the plus
side, vodka is still a dynamic
category. “Where we see great
opportunities and, in terms of
buying preferences in travel
retail, the trend is still very
much towards exclusive lines,
limited editions and premiumisation. We continually meet this
trend,” says Aucher. “We have
to recognise that the industry’s
main growth area regionally
is Asia – not traditionally a
white spirits market, although
this is changing, albeit slowly,
and drinking preferences are
becoming more aligned with
the West. We are making a

conscious effort to build the
Stoli brand in Asia and particularly China, where we do see
potential in the medium-long
term – specifically for premium
offers and innovative lines –
flavours, packaging and so on.”

AIRPORT ACTIVATIONS,
WITH A DOSE OF
COMMERCIAL REALITY
Suppliers continue to bring
brands to life through engaging, educational, fun and lively
activations. Among the interesting examples, Sailor Jerry rum
– founded on the character of
Norman ‘Sailor Jerry’ Collins –
recently had a tattoo activation
in Auckland Airport, where
passengers could pre-book and
get a tattoo as they were waiting

A FIRST FOR THIS YEAR WILL BE THE SIGNATURES
COLLECTION FROM TESSERON COGNAC
(PASSION, EXTRA LÉGENDE AND TRÉSOR), WHICH
HAS ALREADY LAUNCHED AT LOTTE DUTY FREE
AT INCHEON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, AS WELL
AS PARIS CDG AND ORLY AIRPORTS.

STOLI GROUP IS SHOWING THE
BAYOU RUM FAMILY AT TFWA
WORLD EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE, CONSISTING OF
FOUR OFFERINGS: BAYOU
SELECT, BAYOU SILVER, BAYOU
SPICED, AND BAYOU SATSUMA
RUM LIQUEUR.
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for their flight. “We consider
GTR to be the global stage for
our brands,” says William Grant
& Sons’ Cottrell. “It’s a channel
that can communicate about
our great brands with consumers across the world. It gives
us the opportunity to showcase
some great innovation, in
environments where consumers
are keen to explore.”
Stoli Group is showing the
Bayou Rum family at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference,
consisting of four offerings:
Bayou Select, Bayou Silver,
Bayou Spiced, and Bayou
Satsuma Rum Liqueur. The
addition of Bayou Rum to the
portfolio comes on the back of
a strong performance year for
Stoli Group, with double-digit
growth reported for US duty
free in fiscal 2015. The company
puts its success down to a
focus on enhanced distribution supported by high-profile
activations in key channels such
as travel retail.
Preconceived by Louisiana
Spirits in 2011 and launched in
2013, Bayou Rum is made in the
traditional way in a traditional
copper pot, using 100% natural
unrefined sugar and molasses.
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Distell is presenting the new shape ‘Jabulanie’ (Zulu for rejoice) bottle for the
Amarula Cream. “The bottle also reflects our ongoing commitment to elephant
conservation. Since 2002, the Amarula Trust has helped conservationists study
elephant behaviour and uses the learnings to protect elephants within South
Africa’s borders,” says Dino D’Araujo, Amarula Global General Manager, Distell.
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“This is a best-selling craft
American rum with a fantastic
heritage and superior taste.
So it is a perfect addition to
our travel retail portfolio,”
says Aucher. “Rum remains an
undeveloped sector with a great
deal of potential – especially for
premiums.”
Rum is a rising category, with
many sub-categories, single
barrel varieties, and small
distilleries ripe for travellers
to explore. Premium rums are
becoming more appreciated,
while generally rum has a more
exotic connotation than Scotch
or Cognac for younger drinkers.
All these factors make rum
perfect for duty free, lending
itself well to airport activations
via pop-up bars, sampling and
holiday drinking.
In terms of vodka markets,
the Americas (and North
America especially) continues
to be the leading travel retail
market for Stoli, a reflection
of the strong brand position
the US and Canada domestic
markets. “This is a region
where we anticipate the most
growth in the next few years,
as we still see great untapped
brand potential in the vodka

category,” comments Aucher.
“Our partnership with Chase
International has brought us
closer to our target of being
in the top 10 US international
airports, along with cruise ships
and border stores in North and
South America.”

SPECIAL EDITIONS
Among the other special
editions on show in Cannes
are the new shape ‘Jabulanie’
(Zulu for rejoice) bottle for the
Amarula Cream. According to
Dino D’Araujo, Amarula Global
General Manager, Distell (Green
Village M64), the new bottle
design celebrates the brand’s
most prolific icon, the African
elephant, in a more evocative
way. “The bottle also reflects
our ongoing commitment to
elephant conservation,” he
says. “Since 2002, the Amarula
Trust has helped conservationists study elephant behaviour
and uses the learnings to
protect elephants within South
Africa’s borders.”
This year Distell will also bring
some interesting malt whisky
exclusives to Cannes from
its premium malt portfolio,
which includes Bunnahabhain,
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Deanston, Ledaig and Tobermory.
An extremely limited Deanston
40 YO (RRP £850) will be
unveiled, offering just 480
bottles of a light amber gold,
un-chill filtered spirit with
distinctive notes of rich honey,
balanced with a fruity finale
owed to its maturation in
Oloroso casks.
Some other new malts scheduled for October/November
2016 launch include the Tobermory 21 YO Manzanilla Finish,
and the Ledaig 19 YO Marsala
Finish with notes of citrus fruit,
berries and grapes, and hints of
sweet toffee and dark chocolate
developing into a full peat
explosion of black pepper and
bonfire smoke.
Tia Maria coffee liqueur will
also debut a bold, new look for
travel retail in Cannes. The new
bottle takes on a contemporary
twist, with an elegant silhouette
to show off its harmonious
shape. The deep red label on
the black bottle is designed
to show Tia Maria even more
prominently behind the bar
and on the shelf. It is a design
discipline that blends traditional
marketing with neuroscience

and psychology, measuring
what occurs in the human brain
when it is subjected to stimuli
related to products or brands.
TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference also sees Illva
Saronno (Green Village M52)
reveal the newest Etro limited
edition designer Disaronno
bottle, succeeding the
extremely popular Roberto
Cavalli edition. “This is a big
year for Illva Saronno, with
the new look Tia Maria bottle
and the new limited edition
designer bottle coming out,”
explains Flavio Lasalandra,
International Marketing Director, Illva Saronno. “We’re
extremely pleased with the new
look Tia Maria bottle, which
we’re confident will have much
improved shelf stand out and
appeal within travel retail.
We’re looking to support the
new bottle with instore activations and tastings.”
The Disaronno designer edition
bottles are perfectly suited for
travel retail, with their strong
collectability and gifting factors
and unique design all being key
sales drivers.
Another first for this year will
be the Signatures collection

from Tesseron Cognac (Passion,
Extra Légende and Trésor),
which has already launched
at Lotte Duty Free at Incheon
International Airport, as well
as Paris CDG and Orly airports.
“We are also planning to launch
the Classiques range at DFS
Hong Kong and DFS Singapore
later this year,” comments
Xavier Blanc, Vice President of
Sales & Marketing, Tesseron
Cognac (Red Village J19).
The Classique range comprises
four different luxurious, but
modern, decanter presentations. Each ‘Lot’ comes in a
presentation box, making for
an ideal super-premium gift.
“This collection is the perfect
equation between modernity
and authenticity,” says Blanc.
“It reflects the know-how and
unique heritage of our house
over four generations, but most
of all our style and DNA that
makes us different from the
others: light coloured Cognacs
with complex aromatics and a
smooth finish, exclusively XO
and above.”
Nicola Dal Toso, Export Director, Rossi D’Asiago (Marine
Village R3), agrees that over the
last few years there has been

By premiumising spirits and
targeting shoppers an incremental

• + 1 5 % C AT E G O R Y G R O W T H •
can be achieved

Last year we delivered an

• I N C R E M E N TA L $ 4 0 M •
by offering shoppers premium
and differentiated products

Source: Bacardi bespoke GTR research 2014 * IWSR 2015
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LIQUEUR SPECIALIST ROSSI D’ASIAGO
COMES TO TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE WITH AN EXCITING NEW
AGREEMENT WITH INDIAN COMPANY
SULA VINEYARDS TO DISTRIBUTE ITS
ANTICA SAMBUCA. COVERING BOTH
THE INDIAN DUTY FREE AND DOMESTIC
MARKETS, THE AGREEMENT IS SET TO
ASSIST IN THE EXPANSION OF ANTICA
SAMBUCA THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
13 – TFWA DAILY
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an explosion of new flavours, flavoured
spirits and liqueurs in particular, with
spirits being purchased for a range of
occasions. “People are becoming more
open to trying different flavoured drinks
and a cocktail culture has become
dominant in Europe, especially in the
UK,” says Dal Toso. “Our products not
only allow a passenger to choose from a
variety of interesting flavours, but they
also have the choice of consumption.
Whether it be in a cocktail or in shot
form, our products offer superior taste.
The success of our brand in the domestic
market gives us a good base to build on
in travel retail.”
New for this year is the Antica Sambuca
Classic 5cl miniature, developed
especially for airlines and cruise ships.
The brand has seen some important
distribution changes for US duty free
this year that will allow 375 Park
Avenue Spirits to distribute Antica
Sambuca, Limoncello Rossi D’Asiago and
Dolcenero, a coffee flavoured liqueur, in
US travel retail and domestic. Another
recent agreement was for Sula Vineyards
to distribute Antica Sambuca in the
Indian duty free and domestic markets.
“At the moment we are focusing on
expanding our distribution into new
markets,” Dal Toso adds. “Europe and
the Asia Pacific market are our main
focus: the potential for growth in these
regions gives us a wealth of opportunities for our brand.”
Meanwhile, Patrón Spirits (Green
Village J35) is launching a new duty free
exclusive tequila, Patrón Cask Collection
Sherry Añejo.
Also on show for the first time will be
the limited release Irish whiskey from
The Dublin Liberties Distillery. The
Dublin Liberties Copper Alley is a 10 YO
single malt finished in 30 YO Oloroso
sherry casks. The Copper Alley joins The
Dublin Liberties Oak Devil as the second
expression in the range of the company’s Premium Irish Whiskies. “Irish
whiskey has experienced phenomenal
growth over the past number of years,
and this is a trend which is set to
continue. We see great opportunity
at the top end of the market, which is
growing strongly,” comments Sinead
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O’Frighil, Global Marketing Manager
Irish Whiskies for Quintessential Brands
(Green Village M71).

DIFFERENT CATEGORIES:
DIFFERENT REGIONS
Notwithstanding the trend towards a
more ‘Western’ drinking culture in Asia
(less local spirits and more premium
international brands), the trend towards
more experimentation in a few parts of
the world is something that several
suppliers told us about. We see vodka
rising in India and Latin America. We
Cognac rising in North America, and
we see ‘mixology’ or cocktail drinking
rising pretty much across the board.
We see more experimentation outside
of the big, global brands towards single
estate, single barrel, single malt and
special products – mixing different
flavours together.
As John Kilmartin, Vice President, Global
Travel Retail, Patrón Spirits, describes:
“It wasn’t long ago that in some regions,
such as Asia or the Middle East, it was
unusual to find consumers asking for
tequila. But today, people have come to
discover and appreciate that high-quality,
ultra-premium tequila such as Patrón
is truly a sophisticated, luxury spirit.
Consumer interest in Patrón tequila is
growing across the globe.”
The Patrón story is one of transformation,
transforming the image of tequila towards
quality and away from that of a fiery spirit.
It continues to grow its business, globally,
in travel retail and sales in the channel
were up by 13% last year. This performance was led by the flagship Patrón
Silver tequila, and the company expects to
deliver strong results in 2016 as well.
Raffaele Berardi, CEO Fraternity Spirits
(Blue Village G3) agrees with the hypothesis that the smaller categories and
unique flavoured products have been
catching up with the more traditional
spirits, such as vodka and whisky. “Ultrapremium tequilas and premium rums
are becoming much more popular due to
travellers wanting the best quality spirits
possible,” says Berardi. “We are seeing
a big demand for rum. Over the last few
years we have also seen an increase in
the popularity of chocolate liqueur in
both cocktails and as an after dinner
drink. This was the main reason behind
the release of our brand Licor de Horas
Chocolate. The combination of alcohol
and chocolate is highly indulgent and it’s
something that consumers love.”
Illva Saronno International Sales Director
Domenico Toni comments that upscaling
or trading up by consumers in travel
retail is one of the biggest trends, above
anything seen for individual regions or
product categories. “We think the main
trend is towards upscaling with premium
editions, such as our Disaronno Riserva,”
he says. “This encourages consumers to
trade up and also appeals to a new and
different audience.”
With Disaronno Riserva the company
has created an innovative and intriguing

combination of the famous Disaronno
liqueur from Italy, further enhanced with
the addition of an aromatic spirit base: a
blended malt Scotch whisky, from a select
blend of different types of malt.
Like Patrón, Fraternity Spirits has been
making big efforts on communicating
with consumers about tequila and its
quality. “The tequila category remains
a niche proposition, but we are working
hard to increase awareness and change
consumer’s views,” says Berardi.
This year in Cannes, Fraternity Spirits is
launching a new line of ultra-premium
tequilas: Corralejo Reposado 1810,
Corralejo Extra Anejo 1821 and Corralejo
Silver 1753. Each is made from 100%
blue agave tequila and is packaged in an
eye-catching bottle that screams ultrapremium. It is also showcasing the new
Ron Prohibido 15 (Gran Reserva). This is
a premium artisan rum produced under
a 15-year Solera (vat ageing) system and
has been released due to the increasing
demand for high-quality, premium rums.
“Currently for us, we are seeing steady
growth throughout the Middle East,
India and Asia for Tequila Corralejo,
particularly the 99,000 Horas, and for
El Ron Prohibido,” Berardi comments.
“Meanwhile, in the Americas we are
seeing exceptionally strong growth and
have been for the past couple of years.
Overall, I think the environment remains
positive, with particular regions showing
much more promise for us than others.”

WHISKIES REFRESHED
Cannes this year also sees the unveiling
of a refreshed new look for Glenfiddich
Cask Collection that reflects a bold and
differentiated brand image positioning.
William Grant & Sons has reworked the
travel retail exclusive collection of these
three very different single malt profiles,
all based on the Solera vat process, to
give clearer shelf stand out and improved
consumer appeal.
Single malts are the fastest-growing
spirits category in travel retail, partly
due to the handcrafted nature of the
products, which appeals to consumers.
The refreshed look for the Cask Collection marks a milestone for Glenfiddich
in highlighting the exclusivity and brand
creation story behind the Solera ageing
process. It’s now done in a much more
visually disruptive way that should be
very engaging in airports. William Grant
& Sons says its consumer research has
shown that the majority of travel retail
shoppers make their purchase decision
in-store and are hugely influenced by
what they see on the fixtures. Stand out
through design is, therefore, key to generate sales success with colour playing an
important psychological role. The results
of the new blue colouring and satin ribbon
effects are powerful visuals that stand out
on their own, or form the perfect collection when used together.
“By creating this new impactful design
for Glenfiddich Cask Collection we are
continuing to assert leadership of the
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single malt category, recruiting a new
wave of premium whisky drinkers across
global travel retail and inspiring existing
consumers to trade up,” says Cottrell.

STRETCHING THE TASTE BUDS
Cointreau is another example of a brand
that has broadened its portfolio with
the addition of new flavours: Cointreau
Blood Orange and Cointreau Noir. But it
has also created some beautiful limited
editions, which bring sparkle to the
brand and help to position Cointreau as a
gifting item.
Across the spirits business we see many
products stretching the boundaries of
taste, from chocolate, to coconut (the
Firmenich Flavour of the Year for 2016),

to fruits, new twists on flavoured vodkas
and flavoured gins.
Peter Sant, Senior Vice President, Rémy
Cointreau Global Travel Retail (Marine
Village Foyer 1A) comments that gifting
is still a powerful purchase motivation
in travel retail, and Rémy Martin has
responded by broadening its range of
Fine Champagne Cognac. This move
includes the addition of the travelexclusive Cellar Master’s collection and
limited editions such as Rémy Martin
Carte Blanche à Baptiste Loiseau, which
comes in an elegant Charentaise bottle
and a smart coffret.
“Premium gin – especially craft gin – is
very much on-trend at the moment and
our organic gin The Botanist from the

PATRÓN SPIRITS IS LAUNCHING A NEW
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE TEQUILA,
PATRÓN CASK COLLECTION SHERRY
AÑEJO, WHICH IS CHARACTERISED BY
ITS BRIGHT, MEDIUM-GOLD COLOUR
AND ITS COMPLEX AROMA OF PECANS,
FRESH-COOKED AGAVE, LIGHT BUTTER,
AND DRIED FRUITS.

IN THE WORLD’S TOP 10 SPIRITS COMPANIES
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Rémy Martin is
presenting its full
travel retail range
in Cannes, including
Carte Blanche à
Baptiste Loiseau,
the first limited
edition created by its
inspirational young
cellar master.

Italian Sparkling Life

TFWA 2016
CANNES
03 - 07 October, 2016
Stand A11 - Blue Village

www.bottegaspa.com

Bruichladdich distillery on Islay is flying
off the shelves wherever it is listed,” Sant
comments. “Craft whiskies with a strong
brand identity and a really good story
have also been making their mark over
recent years. Our Bruichladdich single
malt whiskies, with their Hebridean
heritage, terrific flavour profiles and very
distinctive appearance, are performing
extremely well with all nationalities in
travel retail and domestic markets.”
Rémy Martin is presenting its full travel
retail range in Cannes, including Carte
Blanche à Baptiste Loiseau, the first
limited edition created by its inspirational
young cellar master. Cointreau will unveil
a sparkling new limited edition bottle,
multi-faceted like a fine piece of crystal,
which will make a stunning gift.
Rémy Cointreau says its brands are
performing pretty well across the board
in spite of the turbulence in several
key markets such as China. It puts that
success down to the quality of its spirits
and heritage of the brands, as well as

some “dogged determination” by the
travel retail team who work hand-inhand with customers to create the right
products. Increasingly, this work sees
the product portfolio being designed
and tailored for specific travel retail
consumer segments, all beautifully
presented to make fabulous gifts.
“In our planning for activations and
displays we are mindful that we must
keep pace with consumer trends, both
physically and online,” Sant explains. “We
do this by incorporating digital elements
into the marketing mix and creating a
memorable retail experience in-store.”
The Rémy Martin Cellar Master range
will be activated in key airports during
Chinese New Year, while The Botanist
gin will feature in one of the world’s
leading airline lounges. There will also
be an innovative Rémy Cointreau multibrand promotion featuring the house’s
star references in one of Europe’s key
airports with an interactive approach.
So watch this space!

Learn more about the wine & spirits
innovations being presented at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference by visiting
the TFWA Product Showcase (www.
tfwaproductshowcase.com). Scan this code
to visit the TFWA Product Showcase
16 – TFWA DAILY
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IN VINO
VERITAS

Accolade Wines is
exhibiting its Hardys
Rare Fortified range
– a project that has
taken just over 18
months and goes
hand-in-hand with
the exclusivity trend.
The Hardys Rare
Liqueur Sauvignon
Blanc has only 346
bottles produced.

Jessica Mason explores the wines that are turning
heads across the global travel retail landscape
and the trends that are assisting their success.
To travel the world
and remark on the
variety of wine available is, truly, a nice
problem for any avid
traveller to embark
upon. However,
understanding what
encourages a sale of
one region or grape
variety over another
can save time, effort
and money.

The wine trends in
global travel retail at
present are seeing
consumers chasing the
finer things in life and,
this year in particular,
there are also nods to
the European climes
with Italy and Portugal
in particular showcasing
an array of styles.
From sultry Prosecco and
sweet Ramandolo whites

through to organic tipples
from the Douro amidst
a line-up of premium
Port, there is, indeed,
something deliberately
European about the
set-up.
Across the globe,
almost in response to
the swathes of wines
from Europe there are
tastes from further
afield making a play for

TFWE - Visit us: Red Village, booth H22

both airport retail and
airspace alike.
Most recently, South
African wine is taking
some time to luxuriate
in the travel retail sun,
pandering more to highend travellers in the east.
In addition, eyeing
other movements in the
marketplace, we can also
deduce how over-arching
trends such as exclusivity, premiumisation and
provenance never go
out of fashion. These
are reflected, this year
specifically, in brands
that people know well,
but also through exclusive products offering
something of a rarity or
excitement factor.
For instance, many are
seeking exclusive wines

from brands only available in travel retail.
Putting it succinctly, to
boost wine sales, retailers need to remember
that consumers look for
“familiarity of brands,
great taste and travel
retail exclusives as well
as education and a story
behind a wine,” explains
Rupert Firbank, Commercial Director, Accolade
Wines (Red Village J2).
“Prosecco still continues
to grow in 2016,” he
adds. This may have
something to do with the
celebratory nature of the
drink lending itself to the
decadence of travelling.
Also with its focus on
Italy is Molinari (Green
Village J57), which,
among its main grappas
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– that are based on the
Ramandolo grapes,
a DOCG of the village
Nimis – also produces a
Ramandolo wine within
its portfolio, explains
Ana Tarrus, spokesperson for Molinari.
Meanwhile, according
to Catherine McTeigue,
Trade Marketing Manager
at Symington Family
Estates (Red Village L32),
we are beginning to bear
witness to “increased
worldwide recognition
and focus on Portugal
as a premium, dynamic
wine-producing country.”
“Premium Port continues
to be a focus for future
growth for Symington
Family Estates, with
exclusive products
designed specifically to
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appeal to the travel retail
consumer, reflected
in the investment the
company makes in new
product development
for this trade sector,”
McTeigue adds. “New
listings of Port gift boxes
have proved particularly
successful in Scandinavia,
and TFWA World Exhibition & Conference will
see the launch of a travel
retail exclusive aged
tawny Port gift box.”
Wines from the Douro
region continue to grow in
popularity and Symington
Family Estates will be
showing an organic wine
from its Altano Douro

range, as well as Chryseia
and P+S Douro red wines
from the renowned Prats
& Symington properties.
Going with the European
theme, Bodegas Torres
(Red Village K22) will be
exhibiting wines mainly
from its “Spanish Reserve
range like Salmos,
Celeste, Gran Coronas,
Gran Sangre de Toro,
Gran Viña Sol and Altos
Ibericos,” says Xavier
Armengol, Commercial
Director, Bodegas Torres.
“Moreover, we will also
present novelties like
a new super premium
Chardonnay from our
single vineyard of

Milmanda, a new premium
wine from Rioja that will
be launched in January
2017 as will the Viña
Esmeralda Rosé.”
Meanwhile, Claire Domais,
spokesperson, AdVini
(Bay Village Bay 13),
comments: “AdVini will
present a selection of
its distinguished wines
dedicated to travel retail,
including Chablis Laroche,
Saint Emilion based
Antoine Moueix Propriétés, Rhône Valley wines
Ogier, and our South
African Estate L’Avenir.”
Accolade Wines will
also exhibit its Hardys
Rare Fortified range – a

DISTINGUISHED
FINE WINE
For Worldwide Travellers

Visit us at
Bay Village / Stand Bay : 13

FROM DIVERSE FLAVOURS COME
ERNIE ELS WINES – AN ICONIC
STELLENBOSCH WINERY BORNE OUT
OF THE PASSION AND VISION OF ONE
OF THE WORLD’S TOP SPORTS ICONS.
www.advini.com
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L A B E L 5 F I R S T B L E N D I N G C O M P A N Y, S TA R L A W R O A D , B AT H G AT E , S C O T L A N D

TOP 10 SCOTCH WHISKY BRAND WORLDWIDE

*

LABEL 5 is produced, aged and bottled in LABEL 5 First Blending Company. Observing time-honoured
traditions, LABEL 5 is a combination of the finest malt and grain whiskies carefully selected by our Master
Blender, Graham Coull.

A K E Y P L AY E R AC R O S S T H E W O R L D

CLASSIC BLACK

EXTRA PREMIUM
12 YEARS

GOLD HERITAGE

EXTRA RARE
18 YEARS

P L E A S E M E E T U S AT T F WA CA N N E S – B O OT H G 5 4 Y E L L O W V I L L A G E
C O N TA C T: e x p o r t @ l a - m a r t i n i q u a i s e . f r - L A M A R T I N I Q U A I S E G R O U P – w w w . l a - m a r t i n i q u a i s e . c o m - E N J O Y L A B E L 5 R E S P O N S I B LY

*IMPACT 2015 - Please enjoy LABEL 5 responsibly.

With 2.6M 9-L cases sold in 2015*, LABEL 5 is established in more than 100 countries and has become a key
player in the Scotch Whisky category with significant positions in Western Europe, Mexico, Colombia, Middle
East, Australia, West & South Africa.
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PREMIUM PORT
CONTINUES TO BE A
FOCUS FOR FUTURE
GROWTH FOR SYMINGTON
FAMILY ESTATES, WITH
EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY
TO APPEAL TO THE TRAVEL
RETAIL CONSUMER.

project that has taken
just over 18 months and
goes hand-in-hand with
the exclusivity trend.
“The range consists of
the Hardys Rare Show
Sweet White [only 150
bottles produced], the
Hardys Rare Liqueur
Sauvignon Blanc [346
bottles produced], the
Hardys Rare Tawny [864
bottles produced], and
the Hardys Rare Muscat
[784 bottles produced],”
says Firbank. “These
wines have been crafted
from reserve wines
matured in barrels over
many decades.”
Accolade will also be
showing the new vintages
of the Eileen Hardy range
and tasting a new wine
from Flagstone called
Flagstone Velvet – a red
blend from South Africa.
Also showcasing South
African wines, Diverse
Flavours (Red Village
L34) has an SA range that
continues to “perform
strongly in Asia and the
Middle East, in both the
airport duty free shop
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channel, and on major
airlines in First and
Business Class pouring,”
explains Anthony Budd,
Managing Director,
Diverse Flavours.
Diverse Flavours is
showcasing over 50
wines from different
estates and production
regions in South Africa,
including Stellenbosch,
Constantia, Paarl,
Cederberg, Breedekloof
and Wellington.
Playing up to the exclusivity cues, Vranken
Pommery Monopole’s
cuvée Royal Blue Sky is
only available in selected
channels and on some
markets, explains
Myriam Renard, Deputy
Export Director, Vranken
Pommery Monopole (Red
Village H22), who adds
that “it was obvious for
us to launch it in avant
première in travel retail.”
What are the newer
trends emerging in wine?
The blurring of Old and
New World across styles,
as well as the revival of
styles and varieties that

Torres is presenting novelties like
a new super premium Chardonnay
from its single vineyard of Milmanda,
a new premium wine from Rioja that
will be launched in January 2017,
and the Viña Esmeralda Rosé.

have been long lost in time.
There is a major new trend
for nostalgia.
“Overall I see two major
trends, not only in travel
retail, but in general in
the wine sector: the first
one is that the difference
between ‘New’ and
‘Old’ world in ‘country’
terms has diminished
over the years and is
now more a question
of style,” says
Armengol, explaining
how “you can see this
in the ‘New World’
countries USA and
Chile, but you can
see this especially
in our ‘Old World’
country Spain with
its amazing amount
of regional diversity
and basically offering everything, from
New to Old World
style wines.”
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We have heard before
that people like what
they know. There is trust
there. A feeling that they
will like a wine and enjoy
it. As Domais states: “Big
names sell well with
French classics.”
Domais explains that
AdVini sees success
through several
couples of brandappellation: “Chablis
with Domaine Laroche,
Châteauneuf du Pape
with Clos de l’Oratoire
des Papes, and Saint
Emilion with Château
Capet Guillier,” showing
that there is a thirst for
premium styles that
have distinctive pairings
among grape varieties.
For instance, the Hardys
HRB range along with
Eileen Hardy Shiraz and
Chardonnay has enjoyed
great success across
Asia Pacific, as has the
Hardys Winemakers
Rare Release, which is a
2008 Shiraz – something
identifiable, but exclusive
and a bit special. “This is
handpicked, individually

numbered and signed,
blended from exceptional
parcels of wine from
the Mclaren Vale, Clare
Valley and Frankland
River Regions,” says
Firbank. “The top wines
from Hardys all follow
this principle of taking
exceptional parcels
from multiple regions –
whichever are best in a
particular vintage.”
Firbank explains how the
Grant Burge wines from
the Barossa Valley are
also doing very well at a
variety of price points, so
as not to make them too
unavailable. These are
primarily Shiraz wines but
supported by some great
Cabernet & Grenach
Shiraz Mouvedre at the
top end and all the classic
grape varieties further
down the range.
“In Europe the centre
of gravity, price wise,
is a little lower,” says
Firbank. “We are selling
the Winemakers Rare
Release here too and this
is supported by Hardys
the Journey at £16.99

which includes a Mclaren
Vale Cabernet and a
Mclaren Vale Shiraz, and
two wines that are proving
particularly appealing – Hardys Premium
Selection featuring Shiraz
from Langhorne Creek,
and a Limestone Coast
Chardonnay. We are
looking to introduce some
excellent wines under the
Hardys Tintara umbrella
also from the Mclaren
Vale that can target a
different price point.”
From Diverse Flavours,
there is a raft of wines
available at the show,
including from the awardwinning Groot Constantia
wines – South Africa’s
oldest winery dating
back to 1685. “The Grand
Constance was drunk by
Napoleon, and written
about by Jane Austen,”
says Budd, unveiling that
the company is set to
“launch a new and exciting
wine and chocolate pairing
pack for Groot Constantia”
and that “the chocolate
has been made to perfectly
match the wine”.
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ADVINI IS PRESENTING A SELECTION OF
ITS DISTINGUISHED WINES DEDICATED
TO TRAVEL RETAIL.

ELEVATE

your expectations
Who defines you? Who sets your boundaries?
Every day at Hardys we push ourselves further
so that we continue to make wines that stand
apart and rise above, to be shared and enjoyed
around the world. Explore our range and unearth
Enjoy Hardys responsibly.

the innovation of a 160 year legacy.
We’re sure you’ll recognise a bit of yourself there.

Unearth the innovation of a 160 year legacy. Visit us at TFWA CANNES at stand J04, Red Village.
To find out more about our wines including the numerous awards they have won, please contact: Rupert Firbank (Commercial Director Global Travel Retail) Tel: +44 (0)7776 172380 Email: rupert.firbank@accolade-wines.com

www.accolade-wines.com

SUPERIORITY.
COMPLEX.
ROCA PATRÓN HAS A COMPLEX TASTE THAT’S HANDCRAFTED USING A COMPLEX
PROCESS. WE SLOW-ROAST THE FINEST WEBER BLUE AGAVE, THEN CRUSH IT WITH A
TWO-TON TAHONA STONE WHEEL—AN ANCIENT, LABOR-INTENSIVE METHOD. THE
AGAVE JUICE IS THEN FERMENTED AND DISTILLED WITH THE FIBER, RESULTING IN A
MULTILAYERED, EARTHY TASTE.

The perfect way to enjoy Patrón is responsibly.
©2015 Handcrafted and Imported exclusively from Mexico by Patrón Spirits International AG, Schaffhausen, Switzerland, 42-45% abv.
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Perfect moments
are tailor-made
TFWA CANNES
NEW BOOTH

RED VILLAGE
L22

®
ENJOY OUR QUALITY RESPONSIBLY

/bartonguestier
www.barton-guestier.com

Also from Diverse Flavours
come Ernie Els wines – an
iconic Stellenbosch winery
borne out of the passion
and vision of one of the
world’s top sports icons. At
the show, Budd will “introduce the new ‘Big Easy’
packaging and also show
a new promotion pack that
may have application to the
duty free retail environment – a special golf pack
that includes two bottles of
Ernie Els wine and a sleeve
of branded golf balls.”
Diverse Flavours has a
great portfolio that can
accommodate a range
of price points to fit a
multitude of consumer
needs, and these include
wines that are created
with an eco aware
ethos, such as Avondale.
“Avondale upholds the
key principle of life – to
create conditions
conducive to more life”
and has “pioneered the
BioLOGIC methodology
that incorporates certified
organic, biodynamic and
scientific farming principles in order to create
living systems naturally,”
explains Budd.
Diverse Flavours will
also be showing Napier
– made famous in
Japan and Asia through
a feature in the much
respected Japanese
manga wine comic
book, ‘Tears of God’;
Deetlefs – the second
oldest winery in South
Africa run by the same
family since 1822, and a
top Pinotage producer;
Raats Family Wines – a
specialist Cabernet Franc
producer, which has
consistently recorded
some of the highest
Wine Advocate scores
for South African wines;
Diemersfontein from
Wellington and pioneer
of the ‘coffee Pinotage’ –
showing four of its wines:
Estate Pinotage, Coffee
Pinotage, Blackberry
Cabernet Sauvignon, and

Vranken Pommery Monopole’s cuvée Royal Blue Sky is only
available in selected channels and on some markets.

Chocolate Shiraz; and
Kleinood Estate, makers
of Tamboerskloof Syrah,
Viognier, and Rose in
Stellenbosch.
Looking to the
future, Vranken Pommery
– a major player in the
Champagne category –
notes how it has been
“very privileged” in travel
retail and understands
how the channel gives “so
many opportunities” to
“talk to customers on the
point of sale and to create
animations with only
the sky as a limit,” says
Renard.
Vranken Pommery is also
the leading winegrower in
Europe with properties,
Chateaux and Estates in
Provence [Chateau La
Gordonne]. “The Provence
wines category is without
a doubt a growing
category in travel retail,
which is no surprise
considering how impressive the growth has been
in the past two years
all over the world, on
domestic markets.”
In Cannes, Vranken
Pommery will communicate about two cuvées,

Learn more about the wine & spirits
innovations being presented at TFWA
World Exhibition & Conference by visiting
the TFWA Product Showcase (www.
tfwaproductshowcase.com). Scan this code
to visit the TFWA Product Showcase
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which reflect the
oenological expertise of
Champagne Pommery,
with two very different approaches: “The
latest Pommery Cuvée,
Royal Blue Sky, the first
Pommery on ice. The
ultimate expression of the
21st century Champagne
revolution” and “Cuvée
Louise Nature [zero
dosage], vintage 2004,”
says Renard.
For Accolade the future
also looks bright. “There
are areas for growth all
over the world, if shops
give the space to wine
and allow suppliers to tell
a story and help sell the
wine,” Firbank comments.
But that is not all. Retailers need to be reminded
that wine needs to be sold
differently and marketed
differently to other drinks
categories. “It is a different category to spirits
and has to be treated
differently to get the best
out of it for all parties
concerned,” Firbank
adds, reminding that the
methods to selling wine
are simple. But only when
you know how.
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Bacardi Global Travel
Retail (Bay Village Bay
21) has launched a multimedia shopper experience
at Heathrow Terminal 5
with Bombay Sapphire.
The campaign epitomises the
unique heritage of Bombay
Sapphire, introducing
shoppers to its brand home
at The Laverstoke Distillery in
Hampshire, as well as providing
the opportunity to enjoy the
unique taste profile of Bombay
Sapphire and Star Of Bombay,
with made to order handcrafted
cocktail serves.
In the main terminal concourse
area, Bombay Sapphire takes
over The Connect Experience, Terminal 5’s exclusive
experiential space, operated
by JCDecaux Airport, with a
stunning 360° virtual reality
recreation of the iconic Bombay
Distillery at Laverstoke,
Hampshire. The distillery is
represented with a central glass
installation, inspired by the
original Thomas Heatherwickdesigned glasshouses at the
distillery.
The experience comes to life
through the latest oculus
rift technology, transporting
shoppers for a 90-second
journey right to the heart of
Laverstoke with a personal
drone footage fly-through tour
of the distillery and a detailed
look at the unique, vapour
infusion single fold distillation
process that gives Bombay
Sapphire its unique London Dry
flavour profile.
Following the experience,
retail ambassadors are
on-hand to offer handcrafted
tasting experiences with a
choice of serves, including

Bacardi Global Travel Retail has launched
a multi-media shopper experience
at Heathrow Terminal 5 with Bombay
Sapphire. The experience comes to life
through the latest oculus rift technology.

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
LAUNCHES VIRTUAL REALITY
SHOPPER EXPERIENCE AT
HEATHROW T5
the Laverstoke cocktail, first
created by Senior Ambassador
Sam Carter for the opening of
the distillery in 2014, featuring
a blend of Bombay Sapphire,
Martini Bianco, St-Germain
elderflower liqueur, fresh lime
and ginger. Alternatively, there’s
a handcrafted 50:50 Bombay
Star and tonic ratio finished
with orange zest to showcase
the smoothness of the latest gin

in the Bombay family.
“Gin is enjoying an amazing
renaissance today and we are
proud of how Bombay Sapphire,
as category leader, is playing
its part in creating sustained
growth in travel retail,”
comments Mike Birch, Managing Director, Bacardi Global
Travel Retail. “This activation
has been designed in close
collaboration with the creative
vision of the Bombay Sapphire
global brand team and the deep
knowledge in our travel retail
team of how to deliver significant sales uplift in airports
with an unforgettable shopper
experience complete with our
passion for ensuring consumers
have the opportunity to taste
our brands.”

DFS GROUP AND BACARDI
PARTNER IN TWO-MONTH
LAUNCH CAMPAIGN FOR
CRAIGELLACHIE SPEYSIDE
SINGLE MALT

Bacardi Global Travel Retail partnered with DFS Group this July and August
for an exclusive worldwide launch at DFS, Singapore Changi Airport of
Craigellachie Speyside single malt Scotch whisky.

Bacardi Global Travel Retail
partnered with DFS Group this
July and August for an exclusive
worldwide launch at DFS,
Singapore Changi Airport of
Craigellachie Speyside single
malt Scotch whisky.
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To celebrate the launch, Bacardi
and DFS introduced for the
first time ‘The Fountain Bar’
at Changi’s Terminal 2, where
dedicated brand ambassadors
guided travellers through an
experiential introduction to
Craigellachie.
Showcasing the traditional
distilling technique of Craigellachie and its iconic copper piped
‘worm tubs’, brand ambassadors recreated the sensory
distilling experience within the
heart of Changi Airport.
Travellers watched as brand
ambassadors poured the
Craigellachie dram in through
the top of the copper piping,
while explaining how it replicates the condensation process
at the distillery. Meanwhile,
the liquid journeyed through
the ‘worm tub’ before being
poured through a brass tap
into a sampling glass and
presented to the customer.
Malted grain brought from the
Craigellachie distillery was also
a key feature of the experience,
providing customers with a
close-up, sensory interaction
with the grain itself.
“The commitment from DFS
in partnering with brands to

accelerate the growth potential
in the whisky category is
personified through innovations
in retail excellence such as The
Fountain Bar and The Whiskey
House – truly stunning environments in which to showcase the
launch of Craigellachie,” says
Vinay Golikeri, Regional Director Asia-Pacific, Bacardi Global
Travel Retail. “As the latest DFS
opening, The Whiskey House
stands out as a perfect example
of how retailers and brands can
excel in shopper engagement,
especially with those shoppers
at the second stage of luxury,
to unlock the $40 million
incremental opportunity in GTR
whisky.”
Brooke Supernaw, DFS Group’s
Senior Vice President Spirits,
Wine, Tobacco, Food and Gifts,
adds: “This engaging and
sensory experience was tailored
exclusively for our whisky
customers and offers the
excitement of new discoveries.
The unique age statements and
interesting heritage, coupled
with the sought-after reputation
that Craigellachie has, created
enthusiasm amongst whisky
lovers at both the bars and on
the shop floors.”
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DISCOVERY
BLENDS
Jessica Mason explores how the tobacco category has grown
up within global travel retail and has begun to adapt its
approach to keep the arena invigorated and flavoursome.
True innovation within
the tobacco category has
begun. Not just in the
style of product but, more
humbly, with the relationship with the retailer and
a growing understanding
of how to market premium
products responsibly.

As we all well know, sales of
tobacco can be fraught with
challenges. Tighter regulatory
measures can discourage many
a retailer, and it is only a canny
few who recognise the potential.
Another challenge for our
cigar business is the upcoming
stricter tobacco regulations.

This affects the motivation
of retailers to create a cigar
corner with products for
every cigar-lover. The retailers are always looking how
to rationalise their product
range and this means that
we have to be innovative and
make the product category

J.CORTÈS CIGARS IS
PRESENTING THE OLIVA, NUB &
CAIN CIGARS AT TFWA WORLD
EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE
WITH A UNIQUE VIRTUAL
REALITY EXPERIENCE.

FOR OETTINGER DAVIDOFF, THE EMPHASIS WILL BE
ON DAVIDOFF YAMASÁ, WHICH WILL CERTAINLY BE
THE BIGGEST NEW INITIATIVE IN TERMS OF
INNOVATION AND PROMOTIONAL SUPPORT.
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more attractive, not only for
the consumer, but also for
the retailer.
Granted, ignoring one of the
most historically lucrative
sectors without regard can
also have a detrimental impact
on other sales. Consumer
discernment takes place not
just in what is imbibed or worn,
but also across myriad lifestyle
choices. For many, smoking has
been elevated from a habitual
vice to a lifestyle choice.
Displays are becoming smarter,
slicker, cooler and altogether
more consumer friendly. They
are a sanctuary of calm and
discernment amidst the bustle

of travel. For all of these
reasons, the category must not
be overlooked as influential.
The category is today with
many retailers in GTR “a bit
below the radar, but some of
the retailers are taking time to
rethink how to integrate,” says
Thomas Gryson, Travel Retail
Coordinator, J.Cortès Cigars
(Marine Village S6).
Gryson highlights that
“although the tobacco
category is growing slower
than some other categories,” it has still managed
to “stay firmly as a luxury
product linked to the
good life and a premium
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lifestyle.” This should not be overlooked.
Challenges for the sector include “the upcoming
stricter tobacco regulations, such as advertising
bans, dark market, smoking bans,” says Gryson.
“This affects the motivation of retailers. The
retailers are always looking how to rationalise their
product range.”
To tackle this, Gryson advises that, as a category
united, “we have to be innovative and make the
product category more attractive, not only for the
consumer but also for the retailer.”
But how can the category be made more attractive? Through “humidors and dedicated corners,”
comments Gryson – there are ways and means to
recreate spaces to enjoy the products.
In essence, it is about creating those spaces and giving
consumers premium experiences that cannot be
replicated elsewhere to make something memorable.

YUNNAN TOBACCO
INTERNATIONAL CO IS
SHOWCASING A RANGE
OF CIGARETTE BRANDS
AT TFWA WORLD
EXHIBITION &
CONFERENCE,
INCLUDING YUXI,
YUNYAN AND ASHIMA.
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IMPERIAL TOBACCO CONTINUES TO
ENHANCE THE OFFER FOR ITS
CIGARETTE BRAND, DAVIDOFF, WITH
THE LAUNCH OF DAVIDOFF FREEZE –
THE BRAND’S FIRST FORAY INTO WHAT
IS COLLOQUIALLY KNOWN AS “THE
CRUSHBALL SECTOR”. DAVIDOFF
FREEZE IS BEING INTRODUCED AT THE
SHOW AND IS PRIMARILY AIMED AT
THE ASIAN MARKET.
our aficionados bring
a gift back home from
their journey.”
To answer this need,
Addicks indicates that
the company “will focus
more and more on GTR
exclusives or city/country
editions. For example we
have actually launched
with great success these
type of editions in Dubai,
Hong Kong, Macao, Tokyo,
New York, Basel, etc.”
So, what can we expect
to see at the show?

w

“GTR consumers often
look for something which
is rare or not available in
their home market,” says
Anna Addicks, Senior
Marketing Manager
Travel Retail & Duty Free,
Oettinger Davidoff (Bay
Village Bay Terrace 1).
Addicks explains that
this is because “their
aim is to surprise and
share beautiful gifts
with their colleagues,
friends and families”
and, as such, “very often

From Scandinavian
Tobacco Group (Blue
Village D10) there
will be “Café Crème,
Macanudo, Captain
Black and WØLarsen,”
explains Henrick Olsen,
spokesperson at Scandinavian Tobacco Group.
Meanwhile, from Yunnan
Tobacco International
Co (Green Village M63)
there will be a range
of cigarette brands on
display, including: “Yuxi,
Yunyan and Ashima,” says
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Feng Li, Brand Marketing
Department, Yunnan
Tobacco International Co.
Imperial Tobacco (Golden
Village GO6) continues
to enhance the offer
for its cigarette brand,
Davidoff, with the launch
of Davidoff Freeze – the
brand’s first foray into
what is colloquially
known as “the crushball
sector”. Davidoff Freeze
is being introduced at
the show and is being
“aimed exclusively at the
Asian market,” reveals
Christian Drews, GTR
Marketing Manager,
Imperial Tobacco.
Meanwhile, at TFWA
World Exhibition &
Conference, J.Cortès
Cigars is presenting
“the Oliva, Nub & Cain
cigars with a unique
VR-experience,” says
Gryson, reminding that “J.
Cortès recently acquired
the USA-based Oliva
Cigars family business
with branches in Miami

and Nicaragua” and
“with this acquisition, J.
Cortès aims to diversify
its product portfolio and
further establish its
position in the worldwide
cigar market.”
This is the first time the
Oliva and Nub premium
handmade cigars have
been presented at the
show, making their
debut using virtual
reality to make their
story all the more exciting and captivating.
Visitors can also witness
the launch of the new
Macanudo Inspirado,
which is the first new
brand family of Macanudo
under the auspices of the
International Hand-Made
Cigar team of Scandinavian Tobacco Group.
Complexity and trends for
earthiness and naturally
occurring oils offering
flavour are growing in
popularity.
For the Macanudo
Inspirado, “the process
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began with the shadegrown Olancho San
Agustin wrapper tobacco
that grows in ideal
climatic conditions, which
leads to the expression
of essential oils on the
leaf. When processed, the
natural oils contribute to
the cigar’s unique Rosada
appearance, earthy
flavour and medium- to
full-bodied aroma,” Olsen
explains. “To achieve the
uniquely and complex
medium- to full-bodied
taste, Stephan, Jhonys
and the General Cigar
team combined the
flavourful Olancho San
Agustin wrapper with a
spicy Jamastran Seco
binder and a blend of
Honduran, Nicaraguan
and Dominican tobacco.
The Nicaragua Viso
tobacco, used in the filler,
is grown on the fertile
volcano island Ometepe in
Lake Nicaragua and gives
strength and spice to the
blend. The Piloto Cubano

LIQUOR & TOBACCO SUPPLEMENT

from Dominican Republic gives
the cigar a sweet tone till the
last smoke you blow out.”
The result is a blend that
gives you a unique smoking
experience that develops and
celebrates the nuances of the
used tobaccos.
Dabbling in styles and also
offering versatility, as well
as answering demand for
independence while choosing
to smoke, Imperial Tobacco
continues to place emphasis
on the customisation trend.
“Capitalising on the current
Crushball filter trend that
allows smokers to determine
the strength of the menthol
flavour in their cigarette,
Davidoff Freeze epitomises the
next generation of Crushball
cigarettes,” says Drews.
In contrast to this, Gryson
comments that complexity can
be drawn from flavour and
not simply innovative stylistic
elements. “Our number 1 Neos
Vanilla with filter is performing
very well, the second in row is
Neos Selection Cappucino and
Neos Mini Java,” notes Gryson.
“The Neos Selection 50 cigars
have been listed in new airports
thanks to the extra attention
and availability as a travel retail
exclusive. In the premium line
we have a strong performance
of J.Cortès Mini and J.Cortès
Mini Dominican, which are in
our travel retail portfolio real
strongholds.”
So what will be the main focus
for the year ahead? According
to Gryson, “as last year, we
continue to focus on our travel
retail exclusive Neos Selection
50 cigars; offered in a luxurious
tin, wrapped in a sleeve and
topped off with a purchase gift.”
For Oettinger Davidoff, the
emphasis will be on Davidoff
Yamasá, which “will certainly
be the biggest new initiative
in terms of innovation and
promotional support,” says
Addicks. “With the Escurio
Minis and Primeros, we would
like to give those consumers a
chance to try Escurio who are
not yet familiar with our long
filler cigars. With these elegant
cigars we are focusing on our
Chinese aficionados by offering
them a unique gift opportunity.
This is the product of a very
privileged upbringing – with
the most uncommon cigar
experience. The Davidoff Royal
Release is positioned between
the top of our white and black
pillar range and Oro Blanco.” A
prestigious positioning indeed.
Scandinavian Tobacco Group
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AGIO CIGARS (YELLOW VILLAGE H49) IS
INTRODUCING THE BALMORAL DOMINICAN
SELECTION – PRIVATE COLLECTION 25. THE
LIMITED EDITION, TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE
CONTAINS FIVE SHORT CORONA, FIVE
CORONA, THREE CORONA TUBOS, FIVE
PANATELA, FIVE SMALL PANATELA, AND TWO
SMALL PANATELA TUBOS.
has noted that it sees “the
Café Crème short filler cigars,
the Captain Black little cigar
and also the newly launched
Macanudo Inspirado hand
made cigar,” will be gaining
particular attention and growing
in success, but watch this space
for further developments.
Yet still the trend for spice and
earthy varieties is apparent.
Much like the tasting notes of
single malts, the discerning
tobacco and cigar buyer is
offered nuances of flavours
using ageing and bold peppery
tones to communicate the body
and enjoyment of each blend.
Retailers and brand owners
need to begin “considering the
desire and openness of aficionados to enjoy new cigars,”
says Addicks, highlighting how
Oettinger Davidoff believes
that “Yamasá will be a very
successful initiative due to its
unique and beautiful flavours
of nut, melted with spice,
coffee, cedar wood, earth and
black pepper notes” – all of
which hit the natural flavour

trend head on. “The cigar has
a deep and complex body that
slowly reveals itself through the
elegantly aged Dominican filler
tobaccos. The more intense
Yamasá binder and Yamasá
wrapper, as well as the sweetness of Nicaraguan Condega
and the spiciness of Nicaraguan
Estelí filler tobaccos, combine
and deliver an entirely new,
exhilarating earthy-spicysweet experience,” comments
Addicks, reminding that this is
the kind of style and blend that
“will appeal to aficionados that
typically like Cuban cigars.”
While spice and blend generate
complexity, innovations also
keep the entire category fresh
and exciting. Imperial Tobacco
has taken leaps in this direction.
“The objective during the development of ‘Davidoff Freeze’ was
not to purely create another
crushball variant, but to develop
the very best crushball product
available,” explains Drews,
reminding that “with Davidoff
Freeze we have not only created
a cigarette that delivers an
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intense menthol taste, but also
selected a filter which leaves
the smoker with an exciting
lip-tingling sensation.” This in
itself is another way to market
the product as new and exciting.
In addition to this, Drews
reveals that the brand has
also received a “menthol
impregnated inner pack, with a
fresh and cooling aroma, which
adds another dimension to the
overall smoking experience”
and this modern take on the
offer has been echoed by a
“contemporary pack design”
which “aims at symbolising
great freshness and the very
best quality.”

Andrew Cunningham, Imperial
Tobacco’s Regional Manager
Asia Pacific, reveals that
Davidoff Freeze is seen as
a major product launch for
the brand within Asian travel
retail. “We’re focusing on
more than 10 key markets in
Asia, such is the confidence
we have that this product will
be a hit throughout the region.
Main international hubs like
Hong Kong and Singapore,
as well as Taiwan and China,
will all be in the initial launch
phase, with other markets
coming online soon after.”
For the future, there is
no doubt that the tobacco
category has set its sights on
the eastern marketplace and,
for J.Cortès, the target will
also be “the Asian, European,
the Middle East, and the
American markets”.
There is a lot of scope for new
business across the global
stage, but for the show the
core focus for most brands
is recreating the excitement
the category once held and
reinvigorating GTR with new
products to try. Exceptional
products in travel retail stand
out for their smart retailing,
savvy display and high quality
products. In so many ways,
the tobacco category answers
consumer demands for
something both recognisable
and different. Just like drinks,
the adventurous nature of
flavour can encourage trial
and also single out brands
which have all the hallmarks
of good taste.
While the rest of the category
considers activating campaigns
to show they have what it takes
to maintain consumer interest,
the stalwarts remain strong in
their positioning to show that
however much the world moves
on, there is always a place for
quiet contemplative enjoyment
from tobacco.
Irrespective of whether the
category considers the east or
the west for its greater portion
of airport retail market share,
one thing is for sure – all eyes
are set to the future.

Learn more about the tobacco
innovations being presented
at TFWA World Exhibition &
Conference by visiting the
TFWA Product Showcase
(www.tfwaproductshowcase.com).
Scan this code to visit the
TFWA Product Showcase
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